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Overview

• Urbanisation and supply chain – What is the problem?

• Development of research ideas

• Methodology – open system network effectiveness analysis (OSNEA)

• Future development



Figure and data adopted from UN, GFN and IRP
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Cities has consumed about 75% of global primary energy 
and emitted between 50 and 60% of the world’s total 
greenhouse gases.

- UN-Habitat (2012)



Figure and data adopted from UN, GFN and OECD

Supply Chain Crisis



Problem: Urbanisation and energy demand

Building sustainable cities is the key to achieve 
decoupling of economic growth from energy 

consumption and carbon emissions.

To what extent can we decouple primary energy use 
from economic growth in cities?



Past – PhD Work

Understanding of resource 
use behaviour in cities

Research gap: 
We do not understand the 

states of resource use in cities 
and how to measure it. New 
urban metabolism measuring 

tools and resource use evaluation 
methods are imperative.

Development of research ideas

Sustainable 
development

Sustainable 
challenge in cities

Urban sustainability

Sustainable urban metabolism

Future – Fellowship

Energy security

Sustainable energy systems 
and supply chain

Understanding of the 
relationships between energy 

suppliers and end-users

Research gap:
We need to know how to 

capture the dynamics of global 
energy interdependencies 

through extraction, conversion 
and transmission stages.



Developing a new urban exergy 
flow model from a whole 
system holistic viewpoint of 
integrated energy systems 
across systems of cities 

Research vision: To decouple primary energy consumption from economic growth through creating energy-
efficient, regenerative cities by taking a whole system approach to urban energy demand reduction.
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Identifying the most effective energy 
efficiency measures across the cities’ 
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reduce urban energy demand without 
compromising economic outputs

Assessing macroeconomic 
implications of implementing 
urban energy demand 
reduction strategies upon the 
energy supply chains

Development of research ideas

 Quantifying resource flows in terms of their equivalent exergy values stored in the materials, including the 
extended-exergy of capital and labour contributions to the economy, to capture all interactions of the urban energy 
system with its internal and external environment.

 Promote better understanding of the effectiveness of energy use in cities, evaluating how much of the energy 
available in cities is effectively utilised from the primary energy intake, and how much energy we can save by 
optimising energy resource utilisation and economic performances in cities.



Methodology: Open System Network Effectiveness Analysis

 Magnitude R: Overall resource 
effectiveness measures the ability to make 
use of the resources 

 Angle θ: Overall effectiveness balance gives 
the numerical measure of the balance 
between the production and consumption 
activities

Effectiveness of Utilisation (𝜺𝑼) vs. 
Effectiveness of Conversion (𝜺𝑪)

 Relationships between the producing and 
consuming sectors:

Producer behaviour if 𝜀𝑈 < 𝜀𝐶
Consumer behaviour if 𝜀𝑈 > 𝜀𝐶
Balanced system if 𝜀𝑈 = 𝜀𝐶

Data Type Purpose/Usage

Economic Supply & Use Input-Output Table Mapping resource flows between economic sectors incl. import use table

Commodities Import & Export Accounting cross-boundary inflows and outflows

Specific exergy (UN Commodities) Conversion of material mass to equivalent exergetic content

Industrial sector classification Categorising commodities into appropriate industrial sectors

CO2 and CH4 Emission factor Accounting waste emission 

Local Production Accounting natural resource extraction

Population and Employment data Extended-exergy of labour

 How much 
energy is useful?

 How well the quality 
of the resource flows 
is being used in 
cities?

 How much energy 
left the city 
unused/wasted?

From the energy imported, 



Methodology + New development

 Add a new layer for computing 
flow from the energy service 
provision system to the end-
use sectors

 Local energy generation -
simulate scenarios for 
recirculating flows a 
consuming sector (transport, 
business, domestic sectors) to 
the producing sector (energy 
services and utilities 
providers)

 Dynamically modelling - assess 
macroeconomic implications 
through nesting city-level 
input-output data in multi-
regional input-output table

 Form a UK focussed, exergy-based, economically and thermodynamically 
integrated workflow to take into account environmental, social and 
economic considerations for managing a resource effective city from a 
whole system perspective

 Investigation of the inter-sectoral and inter-regional interdependencies to 
study the key channels of resource intake into the UK’s urban system and the 
risks the system is exposed to, e.g., supply shortage and extreme weather 
conditions due to climate change. 


